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RMN Video Review Criteria Checklist

Lead Officials are Pod Leaders, Assistant Head Official or Head Official.
Official’s Chain of Leadership Pod Leader, Assistant Head Official, and then Head Official

In order for a review to be allowed, it must meet one of the following criteria:

1. Scoring question (judgment=non reviewable, a lead official may discuss options).
2. Question of Bad Time.
3. End-of-Match call (question of time or score).
4. On-Mat Official requests a review for themselves.
5. Question of a Rule. (NOT a judgment review).
6. A Lead Official(s) request.
7. Tournament Director(s) Request.
8. Management Request.

When it comes to resolving an issue, we follow a systematic process. Timing is crucial, especially when
the outcome of a match hangs in the balance.

Issue #1 - Review the call for that question, and only that question.

Issue #2 - Correct the call that led to having the bad time.

Issue #3 - If a review is to verify that a call made, or not made, would change the outcome of the match,
then we will review it before the wrestlers leave the mat where at all possible.

Issue #4 - Official requests a review (i.e., to reconsider a score, situation, points awarded, call not
signaled, illegal hold missed, or time at the end of a period or match). If the correction changes the
positions or score, the official will reset the clock to the time when the correction needed to be made.

Issue #5 - If the coach has a rule they feel has been misapplied, One of the Lead Official(s) will determine
if a review is needed to correct a misapplication of the rule. Correct the rule, reset the time (if necessary),
adjust the points, and adjust the position of the wrestlers.

Issues #6, #7, & #8 - We always strive for efficiency and speed. The Official's Chain of Leadership is the
key. Simply send a mat chat to request a review from the Mat Official, Pod Leader, Assistant Head
Official, or the Head Official. By following this hierarchy and adhering to our criteria, we can avoid
unnecessary and unqualified requests for video reviews..

Remember, Respect, Politeness, and Professionalism are the pillars of our process. We're all here to
ensure the correct result, and communication is vital. After every review, it's crucial to inform the Assistant
Head Official or Head Official, so they can keep Management in the loop.


